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Community Council Minutes 12.7.15 

 

Present: Durga Jayaraman, Nick Garber, Theresa Hinman, Brandon Baird, Fiona Mohamed, Marybeth 

Nevins, Douglas Adams, Myles Kamisher-Koch, Tim Parsons, Emma Bliska, Ethan Brady, Sarah Laursen, 

Dan Adamek, Metadel Lee, Solon Coburn, Tiff Chang, Ilana Gratch 

 

Approve minutes: two sets, meeting 7 and 8 (town hall discussion). No changes for 7. Both Minutes 

approved. 

 

Announcements 

Claire is at a C3 conference. 

Two SGA bills passed from our suggestions: extension of the drop deadline and  extending PASS/D/Fail. 

SGA speed dating was super successful 

Accessibility and disability bill going through SGA NOW 

survey from Roman Christians about McCullough, works in student activities and wants to make it 

better. EMail him or Tiff to join his group of people. Take the survey.  

Bias response team has yet to respond. We went to the cultural appropriation talk which was a step in 

the right direction 

 

MKK: I am surprised this is the last meeting before J-term. I would like to address more concrete issues 

and these issues if they come up in that context. 

 

SC: If we discuss it, what would the framework be? It’s important somewhere on campus, but are we the 

group for that?  

 

TC: I hope we talk about diversity/inclusion moving forward. Recurring issue on CC: security cameras. 

Michael Geisler wants to talk about this. Staff stress and living wage is something we have yet to 

address.  

 

We are at ⅓ of our meetings for the year.  

 

We will meet on Tuesdays next semester. It’ll give us more time to settle in to the week.  

 

Debrief: 

 

Town hall discussion 

Community conversation on stress and wellness 

 

TC: Thoughts on Town Hall discussion, recap? 

 

IG: Reflective of many perspectives we already know exist. Some people are well versed in these issues 

and some are not. There was talk on education and where that should come from. There was this back 
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and forth on whether the internet is a good resource. The sense that the burden of describing racism 

shouldn’t fall on people of color. Faculty offered to help too. 

 

EVB: I learned a lot but I felt like people were pretty guarded. A lot of people on this campus are of 

opinions different from the room and none of them were there. Part of that was having it at 4:30 when 

athletes have practice and the room was too small. 

 

SC: I started looking for rooms as soon as it started filling up. 

 

TC: I would love to hear from faculty and staff 

 

SC: I went to the first one and it was great. It was kind of stilted but I see it as two communities that 

have always dealt with each other as that group over there but now they’re living in the same places. It 

was good as a first step to know what people are thinking and what is going on. Beyond the yik yak post 

and anonymity. I was encouraged. 

 

MN: I went to the last one and the part on what faculty were saying is what I’ll expand on. I remember 

Roberto saying I’m hearing everyone talk about where to go to educate yourself and it’s breaking my 

heart to hear you’re using google. A lot of us teach from these issues, particularly in social science. It’s 

striking how little students look to coursework as relevant tools for negotiating these issues.  

 

ML: I felt semi responsible for the google quip. I mean it like there is so much information out there. I 

didn’t mean it as your sole source. It was a form of derailment that we see all the time that is so 

exhausting. It was so silly because it completely derailed from what I meant.  

 

TC: Other derailments were suggesting getting off yik yak and racism being caused by alcohol 

 

IG: This is kind of reflective of the general response. For a lot of people the gut reaction is to find the 

flaw in the argument. It’s been really apparent especially on yik yak that the default reaction of probably 

white students is to find the flaw or take it to the “nth” degree 

 

DJ: Did anyone read the campus article on Felly? I was at the Grille and I ran into Felly and he was like 

apparently everyone here hates me and I hadn’t read the article yet and didn’t know how to respond. 

Then my friends ran into him on Snake mountain and he reached out to the person who wrote the 

article and that person wouldn’t meet with him. His reaction is like well they didn’t want to meet with 

me so I can forget about it. I think the person should have met with him but I don’t know more. 

 

TC: Back up-- Felly is a white rapper and there was an op ed about him as the epitome of cultural 

appropriation. 

 

TP: We had two trees pulled out of the ground and one more snapped right off the ground so we had a 

hell of a weekend here. 
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DLJA: One thing from the discussion is that one of the only things that talks about privilege and race and 

identity etc. is Just Talks and that’s a student initiative that needs to be pushed really hard. That relates 

back to recommending privelege and poverty class as required. If people want education, we should 

respond to that by doing something about it--by putting out more educational opportunities so no one 

can say I didn’t know. 

 

FH: One of my issues with the discussion was no one should leave thinking that was a solution. You can’t 

just talk about something and then be done. If the point was to get the administration to do something, 

that’s good but if students think it’s solved, that’s not. We need to move into acting on things. 

 

MKK: I was very happy a professor spoke on similar challenges faced by minority faculty. It wasn’t really 

played on in the discussion and there needs to be a forum where that is discussed further but I was glad 

someone got up and concretely said this is a community issue. 

 

IG: A class would require work outside of here but this group would be a good place to discuss it. I’ve 

mentioned it to Laurie and she’s pretty receptive. We could make some headway-- if anyone wants to 

work with me during Jterm we could make a recommendation. At Pomona it’s an opt in and we talked 

about having a menu of options here-- a variety of options and then a way it would be noted on your 

transcript.  

 

TC: That’s very exciting. I’m holding us to it. 

 

SL: I was sorry I had to miss the meeting but I was wondering if everyone was aware of the online 

tutorial that went out to faculty and staff. It’s an online tutorial on Title 9 ranging from domestic abuse 

to racism. I took it and was surprised it was pretty informative and pretty well designed.  

 

TC: All staff and faculty are required to take it. 

 

TP: We did something like this a few years ago. It’s highly recommended that we take it. 

 

TH: It takes about an hour to hour and a half. 

 

SL: It actually requires you to interact and keeps you alert. You don’t have to do it all at once. I wonder if 

this would be appropriate for the entire college. 

 

DLJA: That might be something to have sent out before break so people don’t feel rushed. As a first year 

before coming here I remember taking something similar that was terrible. It was mostly about alcohol 

and sexual assault. This is also another option if it’s good.  

 

SL: I think it makes a huge difference whether it’s well designed. If we actually invest in it.  
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ML: Something I wanted to talk about more was the comment that a lot of professors aren’t on that 

progressive wavelength and there are a lot more than we talk about. We were talking about go to your 

professors they’re so knowledgeable and open minded and that’s not my opinion. I don’t really believe 

there’s a solution but it needs to be recognised. And I heard a professor right before the meeting talking 

about how ridiculous Laurie Patton’s email was and how ridiculous being culturally sensitive was.  

MKK: It’s obviously a large issue but in the same vein there are also some professors who fall into other 

ideological camps that might not be the most popular on this campus and I think a lot of times it 

promotes healthy discussion. I would hope any professor has the capability to engage in a constructive 

way. In distress or pain, you’re not looking to hear what they think but there is a time and place for that 

and those people are great to talk to. 

 

TC: One thing was whose responsibility is it to educate and can CC make a recommendation? I read a lot 

on this so I can talk or we can bring people in. We should take a break now and then come back and do 

recommendation stuff all at once.  

 

TC: What is a recommendation?  

Example of Ben’s (last year’s co-chair) 

Example of SGA Bill 

Do we attempt to dismantle systems with systems? 

What are we looking for? 

--list of priorities 

--all have been vetted 

 

TC: The summary of Ben’s is an informal email to President Leibovitz just telling him what CC is thinking 

about. Another thing he made was community judicial board review proposal which is paragraphs with 

recommendations in each paragraph. This is more of a straight up recommendation. The email doesn’t 

officially recommend. 

 

Going to SGA Bills. The ones that were passed last night. It uses “Whereas”  and concludes with “Be it 

resolved that” and who it was submitted by. I don’t think we need to use language that formal but my 

hope is we move away from the email to a “Because… and “CC officially recommends” and a list of 

things. Any thoughts on those? 

 

A lot of agreement from the room 

 

TP: In the past, recommendations have come before the council in the form of a motion. For example, I 

move we say pass/ fail, whatever. Then we vote on that and Ben’s email may have been explaining that. 

It’s voted on as a motion you have to explain. 

 

TC: So the actual motion is held in this room and then we explain to the President? 

 

TP: Yeah, for example I recommend to President Laurie that she establishes...”  
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TC: Do you think this revised model goes against that or is unhelpful? 

 

TP: The motion is very clear cut and gives us something to vote on.  

 

TH: No one will feel exactly the same way and the important ones should go on. 

 

EVB: In the past people wrote recommendations and they came before us and we voted. It makes a lot 

of sense for people to volunteer to write it and then we review it. 

 

TC: That is my goal for the spring that we all work on small issues, write recommendations and bring 

them up. The question is what are we looking for? eE assigned you top 7 for stress solutions which is 

moving toward the idea that we prioritize only some things and away from the idea that stress is a 

system like racism and we will need more than just one recommendation to get there. We want to 

prioritize but there is a lot here. 

 

EVB: We’re moving toward recommending 7? 

 

TC: No. We create a number of things that would be helpful and there is no limit but they all have to be 

vetted by almost everyone and then we create a list of priorities. The administration wants a list that has 

been vetted. You get 7 sticky notes and write one thing per sticky note and then we will walk around 

and look at what we put on the board. Then we break up into groups of 4 and share list of seven and 

come up with a list that has been vetted and the priorities in that list and bring it all together.  

 

TH: I would rather students do this and we took a look. I have a problem with staff making decisions for 

students 

 

TP: CC traditionally has worked on all problems that don’t include academics. I’m very uncomfortable 

with staff telling faculty how they should teach. I don’t really feel that’s our place. If we start to make 

recommendations like that, it might undervalue the rest of our good recommendations. 

 

TH: I’m not saying I don’t want to listen but I don’t feel comfortable 

 

TC: Feel free to not participate 

 

SL: I think that’s a really good point because so many of the student stress issues stem from academics. 

That makes me concerned about how we vet because this room is ¾ students and these are things that 

really affect your courses. We’re not dealing with an evenly represented group here. We need a 

unanimous agreement 

 

SC: These are just recommendations. We’re not laying down the law.  
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TC: I’m thinking about unanimous: Does that mean everyone but one, everyone but two?  

 

DA: This is awkward because student stress is commonly related to the classroom. CC usually avoids 

academic issues. Faculty have a whole different system for that. It’s an awkward position for CC because 

we do the honor code and that’s related to academics. A nice way is to look at recommendations 

outside of coursework? 

 

MKK: I think these are valid concerns but before we start slashing we should see them out in the 

diversity of this body. I don’t think there’s any reason to rule them out. If one of these comes out at the 

top, then we explore it.  

 

TC: Thinking about when I was elected and the question of whether academics would be addressed, we 

have absolutely addressed this in the past. The second thing is that if these are the issues, these are the 

issues. Stress is an issue I wanted to address first because it’s in the way of other problems. I think 

moving forward it could be that we need to consider these problems as problems. Maybe some don’t 

want to include it in the official recommendation. We could make a secondary recommendation. I don’t 

think anyone would be offended by us taking on academic issues. Staff and faculty issues are my issues. I 

don’t think if we are a community we can say anyone’s issues aren’t ours. 

 

DLJA: Casey’s email talked about  academic issues so we have to address them. 

 

TH: As staff we don’t know about the classroom. how can we make those decisions? I don’t feel 

comfortable. 

 

MKK: Different people bring different things to the table and there are issues some know more or less 

about. If you don’t feel comfortable, take a less active role but we are more than capable of exploring 

these together 

 

TP: I think it would be more productive as a conversation directly between faculty and students through 

the SGA. The question of representation is a good one. There are three faculty members here. They 

can’t speak for the whole group and may be put in an uncomfortable position of recommending for all 

400 of their peers. 

 

IG: An option-- after the stress forum, I’m compiling all the student responses recorded and giving it to 

Katy and Miguel. If one course of action is to not comment on academic issues, I can include any of the 

academic suggestions in that write-up. 

 

TC: I think we’re thinking about an issue of representation and that issue and that of it only relating to 

one or two parties. When we address staff stress, it’s only going to relate to staff and I’m not going to 

know but I hope I will listen enough to feel comfortable saying this is important. Hopefully, I will feel 

comfortable saying I support that. We are here because we are reps and there will always be the clash 
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of that and of everyone’s voice being heard. These are issues that won’t just exist for student academic 

stress. 

 

SL: I was wondering if we have time today to talk about Casey’s email because I would like to. 

 

EVB: We should get Casey in here. 

 

TC: Looking at the time we have left, we should think about how we are going to do this.  

 

SL: Could we do the list by online poll outside of our time so that we can have this important discussion? 

 

SC: Yes, this is going to be important and needs to be vetted.  

 

TC: We could do a combo of the survey and sending top 7 to come up with a draft 

 

SC: If  it’s all academic, this will be important.  

 

TC: We could have Casey here, I’m sure. A lot of her thoughts are expressed here succinctly, though.  

 

MKK: I echo Solon’s sentiment that it would be great to get issues up there. I would hope we are an 

inclusive community where everyone can be a self advocate for when they do or don’t feel comfortable. 

I want to see solutions.  

 

TC: Let’s break into groups.  

 

TP: I think they’re all good. I keep going back to what Doug said and a lot of these are just one offs that 

wouldn’t be hard. I don’t want to lose them. If we had a core group of 2-3 people working on this that 

could then reach out,  that could do half of these by the end of the year and can work on these more. 

We’re going to come up with top 7 but the truth is there should be a top 30, 10 of which could happen 

in a week. I don’t want to see us bogged down trying to choose from too big of a list. Let’s leave the 

picking to an expert. Let’s have this done quick. Say Laurie you need a task force to just work on this for 

Jterm and I think a lot would get done very quickly and we would avoid the “I don’t want to work on 

academic, I can’t speak to staff”. I get where you come from. I’ve been on a lot of councils where it feels 

like all we did is talk and some years are like that but the polar opposite is trying to do too much.  

 

ML: I support this. Saying Laurie Patton’s office should create, use, do and it would be more effective 

 

TC: Go around the room and give one sentence on your thoughts on a task force.  

 

DLJA: We recommend to Laurie Patton that she create a stress task force, outline who it should consist 

of, when they should have recommendations and what we have done 
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SL: I like the task force but I don’t know what faculty can commit throughout jterm. 

 

TP: That was an example but yes 

 

SL: There might have to be allowances made for those people 

 

EB: Echo Doug about this body being charged with non-academic issues. Conversation about what we’re 

allowed and whether we need to change language of our charter as a body. Now might be the time for 

that conversation because we’re at a road block where everything is relating to academic stress 

 

EVB: I’m in favor of a task force. I want to specify which administration should be on it and also have it 

report back to us on progress 

 

TP: I’ll play devil's advocate to myself. The last thing we need is one more committee and I always worry 

about too much being tackled by administration and not enough things coming from bottom up 

 

MKK: Task force could be powerful but we could lose voices and potential for discussion. If we could 

recommend CC’s top 7 or however many while preserving potential for more, I’d like to see that 

 

DA: I  support a task force. A good one can bring all the voices together. It does need a very short time 

frame to make it efficient. I think they should see these. I like the hybrid idea-- things from CC and other 

ideas. This says it’s important enough the President should do it. It’s the administrations job to make 

this happen. We are in the right place to deal with it 

 

EVB: Anything that comes down and is imposed-- 

 

DA: A good one will come from all the stakeholders 

 

MN: I don’t know what I prefer and I hear the confidence and the short term quality of it and the idea of 

closure and something to show and I’m all for that but these are big issues coming down because of 

changes in how education is done in the US and the way we’re responding is very local. A task force 

makes sense on capturing perspective on this moving target 

 

FH: It might be had to filter this based on what we think is important. Something that isn’t important to 

us is important to others. What we take off could be hurtful to people on campus. Short term and long 

term list of what could happen quickly 

 

BB: I like the idea of short term. We use this strategy in our department and then it comes back and it’s 

like there wasn’t one at all so I hesitate. It needs to be all of us. You get all these voices later and end up 

in the same spot.  

 

TH: I just want to listen 
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IG: I’m struggling to figure out where I stand on this. It’s more complicated-- it’s part of such a larger 

culture. The number one thing I’ve been thinking about in terms of the  task force is I’m getting stuck on 

how Katy, Andi, and Miguel spent the whole summer on this and there’s a lot of information and work 

on this and I don’t know if a task force is the answer but I think recommending and getting students and 

faculty working with Katy and Miguel would be good because that happened behind closed doors and 

some of their solutions didn’t address concerns student have. They’re looking for feedback so why can’t 

we join that? The fact that diversity and inclusion is included in the academic stress context is troubling 

because there are people who will squash this conversation by saying get thicker skin you came here to 

work but you can’t say that about racism and it’s being said now. We are using the same language about 

two different issues. 

 

TC: I feel like I’m always balancing other people’s thoughts. Whatever we send out needs to be vetted 

and I feel there are faculty that disagree with a lot of these. Some of these are very controversial. I also 

don’t like eliminating more than 10% or so. Katy’s idea was top 7. I was kind of against it because more 

than 7 are good. Those are my thoughts. 

 

SC: My thought is if it leaves here we’re still accountable. We’re not just passing it along. We should 

make sure goals are timely and accountable. It doesn’t just go somewhere and never comeback. Maybe 

they report back to people who don’t always get to do this kind ofwork for the college.  

 

TC: Who are the experts? What is an appropriate body? What is CC? 

 

TP: The experts are the stakeholders and CC is the only place on this campus where three different 

groups of people get together 

 

MKK: I would hope the task force would be faculty, staff, and students as well.  

 

TC: How would we choose these people?  

 

SL: I have a different idea. Somebody would have to volunteer to this-- I would call it someone 

organizing this information. I loved Fiona’s idea of organizing by how long this would take. I wonder if 

we could organize that way-- condense some of them. One of the issues with voting by post it-- I’m 

looking at 3 that are about the same thing  but none would get to the top of a list because they’ve been 

separated. Break it up by time frame and condense some of them. Have everyone vote and keep track of 

unanimous support versus not. Time priorities and this is something we feel strongly about as a group. 

Everyone votes and we don’t need a task force 

 

EVB: Who is implementing? The administration? 

 

SL: That’s the idea, right?  
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SC: Some of these could be assigned directly 

 

TC: If I organized this and everyone here got a survey and then what is unanimous? or 80% ? 

 

EVB: Then organized by time frame? 

 

DLJA: Having those organized in short term and long term-- I’m still a big advocate for task force but we 

could hold them accountable and take away worry of it being useless for long term, short term, mid 

term goals and reporting back to have a task force or working group to report once a month and having 

CC give input, having CC on a task force. I really support a task force and I think it can be really successful 

 

TC: So like,” before the start of spring semester, we would like this” I like this. 

 

ML: Could we choose one thing and do it so we create some credibility? It’s off topic but it kinda matters 

when it comes to proposing other things. We could be doing something really concrete. 51 main-- 

creating some sort of stress busting event there, nightlife or day time. 

 

TC: Think about what you want and we’ll talk. 

 

BB: I agree with Metadel. We need to talk about feasibility. I would like to see a list of what past CC’s 

have done. what is feasible for this council? 

 

DA: CC is a policy advising group, not an action group. I don’t mean to be rude. There were a large 

number of things we brought forward to talk about at the beginning and I think the reason we do a task 

force is to move them off our plate. The last task force 8 of 10 recommendations made were 

implemented. These things must be done but with universal acceptance-- putting this stamp on that CC 

approves is important but also let’s  honor the conversation about all the things from the beginning of 

the year. A lot of these are tied up into stress but this allows us to move things off the table. I’m not a 

fan of the list. I think we should have a task force and that’s their job. 

I think there’s so much we can do and we aren’t the group do this. There are other groups already 

working on this and they need to see the list. I’m passionate about moving on because there are other 

things to work on but that’s the purpose of this body: meet, vet, discuss, get information and work. In 

the spring, we will be bringing things like the continuation of academic interest houses on campus.  

Also, I motion to adjourn. 

 

Adjourned.  


